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F

ollowing an exciting start of the year, the response we
have received from our patrons towards the new ground
floor in Vasant Kunj, dedicated to women shoppers, has
been overwhelmingly positive. Taking this initiative further,
new additions to the Vasant Kunj mall are Mothercare and Vera
Moda. Reebok and in F&B section, Pirates of the Grill will join
the gamut of brands there. At Ambience Mall Gurgaon, the new
joiners include Paul Bakery, T.M Lewin and Replay, Nicobar, Hugo
Boss, Inc- 5 Shoe and in F&B and entertainment zone, Jungle
Jamboree.
The 6th edition of our annual summer camp for kids, ‘We Love
Summer’ 2019 had us all awestruck at the enthusiasm and
vivacious energy of the young participants.
Hark back to our motto, ‘Space for a million smiles’, we invest
in the power of technology to redefine the retail experience and
make it customer-oriented. Now with Ambience App, mall-goers
can have various services offered by us on their smartphones like
smart parking, indoor navigation, event updates; wherein app
users can also upload their bills to earn reward points to choose
and redeem various vouchers. Furthermore, we are introducing
concierge service in the malls, wherein shoppers can drop in
their bags and have it delivered anywhere in Delhi NCR.
Success comes from collaboration. And it is through gestures like
these that we believe we have managed to secure loyal patrons
and gain new ones who support us in retaining our position as
market leaders.
As Ambience Malls are the premium one-stop destination for
experiential retail, similarly, our magazine is a chronicle of not
just merchandises but experiences too. While reading this issue,
we hope you discover new experiences channeled through the
latest in fashion, beauty, gastronomy and lifestyle.
We look forward to your continued patronage and extend
warmest wishes from the entire Ambience Group for your health
and happiness.

Raj Singh Gehlot
CMD, AMBIENCE GROUP
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Planter

8

`2,590

Planter
`1,499

1

Planter
Printed cushions
`999 onwards

Light & life

4

Planter
`1,699

5

Makeup case
`1,299

7

Planter
`1,299

Price on request

10

Wall hangings

Price on request

A breathtaking assembly of clothing,
accessories and decor, Light & Life by Vajor has
just about everything your abode would need
for a delightful revamp
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2

`1,499

Planter

Planter
`1,699

6

Stand
`599

9
11
Glass holder
`1,299

12
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Social

is now here in Ambience Mall
Make way to Ambience Mall, Vasant Kunj, for
the right vibes and the best of the times

S

liding into your DMs (and
neighbourhood) with the perfect
antithesis, India’s 22nd outpost – Vasant
Kunj Social – is all set to disrupt the
chaos with its minimalist design and
verdant greens! Delhi’s sixth Social is
built around the concept of wabi-sabi,
a Japanese worldview that finds beauty
in incompleteness and simplicity, and
appreciates the ingenuity of nature
and its designs. From the eye-catching,
‘demolished’ exteriors that are
juxtaposed against the clean lines of
Ambience Mall, to the foliage all around,
every inch of the space is an ode to
these principles.
“Social has gone from strength to
strength over the last couple of years, and
Delhi is a very special city for us. Since
Church Street Social, with each new café,
we try to push the boundaries of the
brand and pay tribute to the community
that we serve," says Riyaaz Amlani,
CEO & MD Impresario Entertainment &
Hospitality Pvt. Ltd.

Interiors
Outside, one might think they’ve
stepped into one of the rare oases of
peace in Delhi - think sun-dappled
mounds of green that moonlight as seats
blending gently into the ground, giving
the impression that they’re growing
directly from the floor, while lighting
fixtures made of branches sway gently
in the breeze.
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Treats
While they might emphasise simplicity
in design, #Social has, as always, gone
all-out with the food and libations!
Along with classics like the China Box,
their (in)famous Paneer Makhani and
Butter Chicken Biryani(s), and the 4
Cheese and Sausage Masala Pizza(s),
they’re introducing a new way to
satisfy your munchies in the form of the
LIT Corn Pops (Sriracha Lime or Cheese
BBQ flavoured popcorn)! Of course,
there’s no point of munchies without
delightful drinks! Their quintessential
LLIIT takes pride of place on the menu,
while crowd favourites like the Thai
Maalish (Gin + Kaffir Lime + Basil), the
homegrown Banarasi Patiala, and the
Trip On The Drip (Smirnoff + Schnapps
+ Cranberry & Orange) will keep you
dancing all night!
To quirk up the party, they’re also
introducing the all-new Desi Popstars
(frozen alcopops) in classic Indian
flavours! A heavy dose of nostalgia
is sure to accompany the Keri Me
Home, a mix of gin, masala kachi keri,
golgappa water and salt; or you might
say ‘Imli-ving La Vida Loca’ with
tequila, cherry syrup, tamarind syrup,
and orange juice!
To indulge in just the right mix of
sweet and salty, just Beet It with this
mixture of beetroot-infused vodka,
ginger juice, orange juice, passion fruit
syrup and salt!
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Traditional

Mentabulous

4

Men, when it comes to grooming, do you
know where to start? Here are some go-to
products you can add to your grooming kit

Celebrating the diverse
textiles and workmanship,
Taneira's handloom is
synonymous to exquisite
taste and charm
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Rhassoul Face
Mask
It is rich in
magnesium,
silica,
potassium,
and calcium,
which help to
nourish your
skin. The face
mask helps fade
pigmentation,
even skin tone
and unclog
pores.

Monoi Beard
Oil
The oil's nongreasy, light
and organic
formula helps
keep your beard
soft, shiny and
groomed. It has
oils that give
anti-bacterial
effect and
promote hair
growth.

Monoi
Shaving Foam
Gentle, mild
and sulphate
free, the foam
desensitises
the skin and
makes it ready
for a shave. It is
enriched with
tiare flower
extracts, wheat
protein and
essential oils.

Gentleman’s
Body Wash
A powerful
body wash
formulated
using Coconut
Oil derived
cleansing
agents and
Myrrh Oil. The
agents act
tough on grime
and are gentle
on the skin.

Charcoal Face
Wash
Charcoal Face
Wash helps
to eliminate
impurities and
damage caused
by pollution,
giving a clearer
and even skin
tone.

Price: `600

Price: `1,549

Charcoal Face
Scrub
Charcoal Face
Scrub is a
hydrating gel
enriched with
volcanic sand
and apricot
shell powder
that gently
sloughs away
dead cells and
impurities,
leaving behind
a clear skin.

Beard &
Moustache
Wash
A beard wash
enriched with
Rosemary and
Vitamin E. The
perfect cleanser
for your beard.

Price: `550

Beard &
Moustache
Oil
A nurturing
concoction
of Castor Oil,
Patchouli
Oil & Lemon
Essential Oil
with abundant
natural Vitamin
E to provide apt
nourishment to
a man’s facial
mane.
Price: `729

Price: `450

Price: `500
8 ambience mall

Price: `500

Price: `799
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Style
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Photography Absurd
Mind Creations; Styling
STYLEDRONE by Dhwani;
Styling assistant Nikita Raheja
for STYLEDRONE Makeup &
Hair Sultan Khan’ Models 6th
Avenue; Location The Leela
Convention Hotel, New Delhi
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Up your style
game this season
by embracing the
latest chic trends
in clothing and
accessories at the
Ambience Malls
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STRUT IN STYLE
Asymmetrical satin top
VERO MODA `3,499
Blazer ZARA `5,990
Pants ZARA `4,990
Belt M&S `1,499
Boots STEVE
MADDEN `12,999
Earring
ACCESSORIZE `1,545

SOMETHING FOR
EVERY MOOD
Fur coat H&M `5,999
Crop top H&M `1,499
Pants ZARA `1,790
Necklace
ACCESSORIZE `1,945
Mary Janes CHARLES
& KEITH `5,799
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CHEERS!
Model (Left)
Top M&S `3,499
Skirt M&S `4,999
Headband PROMOD `1,790
Earring ACCESSORIZE `1,545
Headband PROMOD `1,790
Mules M&S `2,999
Model (Right)
Dress H&M `3,490
Skirt H&M `4,499
Coat ZARA `6,990
Earring ALDO `999
Pumps STEVE MADDEN
`7,999

14 ambience mall
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MORE TO POWER
DRESSING
Shirt COVER STORY
`1,990
Blazer COVER STORY
`3,490
Pants M&S `1,499
Earring
ACCESSORIZE `1,545
Pumps ALDO `9,999
Bag ALDO `5,999

THE CHIC SASS
Dress M&S `5,999
Coat COVER STORY
`5,490
Boots STEVE
MADDEN `10,990
Bag CHARLES &
KEITH `8,499
Earring H&M `999
Belt PROMOD `2,290
Bracelet
ACCESSORIZE `1,345

16 ambience mall
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CASTING A
FASHIONABLE
SPELL
Model (Left)
Shirt MANGO `3,490
Skirt ZARA `4,990
Shirtdress ZARA
`3,990
Earring H&M `799
Bag PROMOD `2,290
Mules VERO MODA
`3,299
Model (Right)
Bodysuit ZARA `1,590
Pants H&M `2,699
Blazer H&M `2,299
Bag CHARLES &
KEITH `7,999
Earring
ACCESSORIZE `1,345
Broach set
ACCESSORIZE `1,545
Watch ALDO `5,999
Heels STEVE
MADDEN `8,999

18 ambience mall
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Sheet Masks

Sephora Supercollection
Bubble

Whether its for a lunch date with bae or you're headed out for a fun evening with
your girls, sheet masks are the perfect way to freshen up and prep your skin. These
super trendy masks are very easy to apply and pack in lots of natural ingredients
for you to take care of your skin in an eco-friendly manner. Also, the mask seals the
ingredients in well, to prevent them from evaporating, letting them penetrate your
skin better for a longer-lasting effect. Sheet masks have a higher concentration of
actives than a topical product and this skincare product is an essential for every
woman's shelf.

Trust Sephora to come up with solutions that
really deliver along with bits and tips by experts.

The Face Shop
Solution
Faceshop is a South Koreabased skincare line that
provides fabulous high-quality
products for your beauty
rituals.
The wide range of masks
under thise line is the ultimate
saviour. Ranging from masks
for dull skin to oily to dry,
The Face Shop has got you
covered. The solution range
of masksheets is enriched
with essential oils to help you
have a smooth and fresh and
rejuvenated skin. All their
products are dermatologically
tested. The masks are light as
air and feel soft on the skin.
Just tone your skin and leave
the mask on for 15-20 minutes
and you're set! Say bye bye to
unhealthy skin.

Make your
skin glow
Beauty regimes, daily skincare, healthy eating are
all incomplete if the results don't show on your skin.
Complement your routine with these masks and gels
to give your skin that fabulous look.
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Gel Masks
Extremely ideal for dry and sensitive skin,
gel masks have a very soothing effect. The
coolness of a gel mask will refresh your skin
and provide it the hydration it needs. Gel
masks are also excellent for detoxification
and firming of skin. Most gel masks are
infused with collagen and antioxidants
that help the skin recover from pollution,
dullness and roughness. When applied in
a thick layer, the gel forms a barrier that
helps drive ingredients deeper into your
skin. Gel masks are easy to apply, are
not time consuming and provide a total
rehydration for the facial skin.

A sheet mask
that nourishes the
skin and creates
a bubbling effect
upon contact,
the Bubble Mask
from Sephora's
Supercollection
has a foaming
formula that will
help you detoxify
and oxygenate
your skin while
fighting pollutants. Consisting of natural spirulina
and avocado fruit extract, the Bubble Mask is a
simple, on-the-go solution for last-minute plans.
It specially works well with acne, pores and
blacheads to give you the fabulous, glowing skin
you deserve.

Watermelon Glow Jelly
Whether you're looking for a solution
for your oily skin, to reduce skin or
simply give it a healthy glow, this
watermelon jelly masksheet is
for you. As bubbly and cute as
its name, the jelly sheet mask
by Glow Recipe consists
of watermelon extracts,
Centella Asiatica and
Hyaluronic Acid with
lots of fragrance. The
sheetmask is to be used
as a serum in your daily
skincare routine. Just
remember to follow it with
moisturiser.

L'Oreal and The Body Shop
Body Shop's Tea Tree is a 3 in 1 boon. It can
be used a mask, scrub or a wash to tackle
blemishes and excess oil on your skin. Its
exfoliants unclog pores, remove impurities
and the fosmin clay reduces oil. As a mask,
the product helps remove blackheads and
cleanses, tightens and mattifies your skin in
the process. You can use it daily right before
you take your bath. Just make sure you apply
a thin layer when using it as a mask.
L'Oreal is renown worldwide for its
dependable products that deliver. Its
incredibly versatile clay mask is a customised
product for a quick 10-minute detox. It works
brilliantly across oily, dull, rough or stressed
skin. Just apply an even layer on cleansed
skin, relax for 10 minutes, wash it away and
give your skin a healthy glow.
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Peels & Scrubs
There are many skin-smoothening, radiancegiving exfoliators out there in all sorts of
forms. It can sometimes be hard to choose
what to use. Peels are chemical exfoliators
with a gel-like consistency.
Peels are powerful and go deep within
the skin, they are very precise with their
actions. However, if you prefer to really
feel the gritty texture and have a dry skin,
scrub exfoliators are for you. Scrubs have a
gritty texture and offer physical exfoliation.
Look out especially for those that contain
walnut and apricots. They work very well
with sensitive skin and will give you a
long-lasting glow. Using either a facial peel
or a scrub can help exfoliate the top layer of
your facial skin while removing dead skin
and excessive oil. Lakme, Innisfree, Summer
Friday are all gorgeous options for cleansing
your skin twice-thrice times a week.

Mud Masks
Mud, going largely by Indian traditions, are skinhealing agents. Right from your mother's home
remedies to international brands, mud masks
are a sure-shot answer everywhere now. Mud
masks are water-based and extremely hydrating
for all types of skin. You can use mud masks on a
regular basis to prevent your skin from breaking
out. Mud will draw oil from your pores and
prevent them from getting clogged.

Fresh Umbrian Clay
With potent natural ingredients, this
purifying mask by Fresh will help balance
and purify your skin and enhance your
complexion. The sandalwood oil in the
mask will help balance your skin
and detox it. The most effective
ingredient here is the ages old
Umbrian clay. The Umbrian Mask
can be used as a face wash and
a spot treatment too. The clay
is also effective as a make-up
remover and will help you deep
cleanse and remove impurities.
Minimise your pores and shine
without a trace of dry skin with
regular use.
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Innisfree Super Volcanic
Innisfree produces products that are
dedicated to sharing the clean and pure
energy of nature. This 10-in-1 clay mask by
Innisfree is formulated with Jeju Volcanic
Cluster Sphere made from ingredients
found on the pristine island of Jeju, features
powerful adherence to sebum for intensive
pore care. It tightens pores and controls
sebum production sebum while gently
exfoliating to remove blackheads. This
volcanic clay mask deeply cleanses the
skin leaving it with a cooling effect and
a softer, brighter and firm looking skin.
Exfoliating with this mask also helps
remove dead skin cells and fine dust
particles. With regular use, it will softly
spread on your skin and refresh your pores,
preventing them from getting clogged.

Individual Mask
Your skin isn't the same everywhere and sometimes
that t-zone will require a little bit of extra care. There
are brands like Shiseido and Wander that will give
you individual masks for different parts of your face
so that you can tackle that oiliness while effectively
softening your dry areas as well. Such face masks
are extremely effective and concentrated to help
you focus on healing that one area that troubles you
the most.

Shiseido and Wanderer
A powerful eye mask by Shiseido that is a
beauty award winner should definitely be a
part of your skincare routine. It will hydrate
and brighten your skin while reducing
your dark circles and lines in as little as 15
minutes.It can also be used to tackle those
visible lines around your mouth.
Wander's rose gold set is perfect for you to
brighten eyes and perfect your lip look. The
eye mask's gold foil technology prevents
evaporation,and effectively brightens skin.
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See it! style it!

love it!

Half-Up Topknot
An extremely low-maintenance look that takes
minimal effort. Perfect for a casual meet-up.
1. This works better with dry strands or second-day
hair. Use a slight touch of dry shampoo on your roots.
2. Section out 1/3rd of your hair, starting from the front
and going till the crown of the head.

Follow these simple DIY hairstyles to be
the talk at your next party

3. Once your mini-ponytail is placed at the top of your
head, secure it with a snag-free hair tie.
4. Backcomb the ponytail and hit it with a texture
spray. Wrap all the hair from the pony in a clockwise
direction around the elastic to sculpt the knot.
5. Lock your bun in place with bobby pins and set it
with a hairspray.

The Alice Band Braid
This blowdry look will give you understated glamour yet a look bold enough to
show attitude. For a quick, easy and simple alice braid:
1. Spritz your damp hair after a hairwash with a volumising spray and blowdry
gently with a bristle brush to give your locks a smooth finish.
2. Wait for your hair to dry then section it into three behind the ear and start
plaiting from your forehead. Continue down to the tip of your hair and leave out
random strands for a casual effect.
3. Spray another gentle round of hair spray to fix the braid in place and have fun!

The Portobello Pony
Inspired by the stylish and confident
Sienna Miller, this low pony is perfect for
almost every occassion.
1. Work on 2 section around your headand
use a medium hot tong to curl your hair,
leaving the roots untouched.

The Bardot Bouff
Inspired by Claudia Schiffer and her flawless looks, the bouff is a
casual, half-updo for those last-minute plans.
1. With a smoothening cream or spray, slick up your damp hair.
2. Working on two sections, blowdry your hair. Curl them at the
ends by angling the hairdryer's heat onto the underside of the
brush to seal in the shape.

2. Sweep your hair into a loose, slightly
casual ponytail at the nape of the neck.
Secure it in place with a snag-free tie.
3. Let some strands of hair loose and falling
on your face.
4. Look pretty and fabulous!

3. Backcomb your hair to a great height and brush the top and
middle sections away from the face. Smooth them into a quiff and
secure tyour locks with grips and a strong hairspray.

24 ambience mall
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City
slickers

9

10

The big, bad villain in our life is pollution
and these superpowers are the secrets
to brave the city life in style

1. Wella Professionals Sp LuxeOil Reconstructive Elixir For Keratin Protection 2. BBLUNT Intense Moisture Conditioner 3. Ayurvedic
Herb Enriched Head Massage Oil Bhringraj 4. L'Oreal Professionnel Absolut Repair Lipidium Shampoo 5. The Body Shop Banana
Truly Nourshing Shampoo 6. Nykaa Naturals Cold Press Essential Oil 7. VERB Sea Shampoo 8. Khadi Naturals Aloevera Hair Cleanser
9. Forest Essentials Intensive Hair Repair Masque 10. Kama Ayurveda Bringadi Intensive Hair Treatment Oil 11. Moroccanoil
Treatment 12. AMIKA The Wizard Detangling Primer
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Skin
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1. Faces Urban Balance Charcoal Peel Off Mask 2. Estee Lauder Advanced Night Repair Synchronized Recovery Complex
II 3. Clinique Dramatically Different Moisturizing Gel 4. Neutrogena Hydro Boost Water Gel 5. Kiehl's Midnight Recovery
Concentrate 6. Neutrogena UltraSheer Dry Touch Sunblock SPF 50+ 7. Clinique Take The Day Off Makeup Remover For
Lids, Lashes & Lips 8. Garnier Skin Naturals Micellar Oil-Infused Cleansing Water 9. Forest Essentials Soundarya Radiance
Cream With 24K Gold And SPF25 10. Sephora Collection Cleansing & Exfoliating Wipes
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Body
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1. Sephora Collection Exfoliating Body Granita Scrub - Pillow Battle 2. Sol De Janeiro Brazilian 4 Play Moisturizing Shower
Cream-Gel 3. The Body Shop Berry Bon Bon Shimmer Mist 4. Bio-Oil skincare oil 5. Jack Black All-over wash 6. Sephora
Melting shower gel 7. The Body Shop Vanilla Marshmallow Shower Gel 8. Laura Mercier Almond and Coconut Body Bath
9. L'Occitane Bain Moussant Foaming Bath 10. Fresh Sugar Lemon Soap 11. Clinique Sparkle Skin Body Exfoliator
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Summer

Swarovski,
Price on
request

fashion

Zara,
`2,790

Gazing into
a crystal ball
would be
fun, but the
Summer 2019
runways are
the surest
predictors of
the trends
that'll line your
closet

H&M,
`499

Charles &
Keith, `7,999
Vero
Moda,
`2,799

H&M,
`2,299
Charles
& Keith,
`8,499
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Charles
& Keith,
`6,499
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All season boots
Tread over any terrain and through any
weather with these all-weather boots. Pair
them with denims or a chic dress, these
make for an eye-catching accessory
H&M,
`1,499

Adidas,
`4,599

Zara, `6,990

Vero
Moda,
`2,299

Zara, `2,890

Vero
Moda,
`2,499

Athleisure chic
Because modern women
know: sporty and sparkly
aren't mutually exclusive!

Charles & Keith,
`8,499

H&M,
`2,299

Zara, `3,990
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Vero
Moda,
`2,299
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Wear it like a

supermodel
Denims are a classic and never go out of style.
We all have numerous pairs of jeans, some
for everyday wear and some for those special
occasions. Learn to work them like a supermodel
with our tips by Kamakshi Kaul, VP Design Head,
Max Fashion
1. Black Beauty

6. Cool and Casual

The best way to style your black skinny
jeans is with a black crop top underneath a
leather jacket and boots like Sara Sampaio.
You can also opt for a netted dress on top
of high-waist black skinny jeans paired
with boots like our girl Gigi Hadid. For a
touch of sparkle, add in golden hues on the
boots or with some bling.

Rock the casual vibes with Karlie
Kloss’ street style look – boot-cut
jeans with a black tank top and
ballerina flats – cute, casual and
classy.

2. Double Denim
Heidi Klum’s look with an unbuttoned retro
denim shirt, over a black tee tucked into a
pair of mid-rise skinny jeans is a stunner.
Complete the look with a thin, tan-coloured,
belt with a pair of teal suede pumps.

3. Glam Up
For that edge, style it up like Tyra
Banks with ripped jeans, a white tee
underneath a silver sequined jacket
paired with bright red pumps on the feet.

4. Classy Chic
Sport your skinny jeans with
a sequenced top underneath a
trench coat accompanied with
a big handbag and boots like
Miranda Kerr and step out in style.

5. Cosy Style

7. White Wonder
White skinny jeans with a
deep neck golden hued blouse
with flats is the way Adriana
Lima does it and so should
you! The perfect look for
afternoon brunches.

8. Sporty Style
Mom jeans with a top,
a big belt, a cap and a
pair of stylish sneaks
on the feet is what Bella
Hadid’s sporty look is
all about. Add in some
hoop earrings for a
stylish edge.

9. Denim Drama
For some sultry fashion fun
try Ashley Graham’s jeans
style – light coloured skinny
denims paired with a sexy
deep-neck dark-coloured
off-shoulder denim crop
top with heels.

Rock this style by Kendall Jenner
where she pairs a vintage turtleneck
tee with straight legged jeans, boots
and a small handbag.
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Charles & Keith
`6,999
Zara
`3,990

Charles & Keith
`7,999

99

Charles & Keith
`7,999

Charles & Keith
`7,999

Bucket
list

In need of a new bucket bag?
Shop this season's latest styles
right now
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If we go back in time, this
type of bag was one of the
first bags in history

Zara
`3,990

H&M `2,299

Mango `3,490

Zara
`2,990
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Paris Je
Taime

H&M,
`2,999
Promod
`2,790

Marks &
Spencer
`2,760

Fill your wardrobe
with classic welltailored pieces but let
your personality shine
through the details

Swarovski
`7,090
Only
`2,299
HiDesign
`3,695

Fossil
`7,733

Swarovski
`9,890

New York,
New York
New Yorkers dress for
comfort, but always
add a nice touch
or two

Zara,
`2,999

H&M
`4,499

Accessorise
`4,400
Swarovski,
Price on
request

H&M `1,499
Only `2,699
Only
`2,299

Style
Tip
Charles & Keith, Price
on request
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Citizen Eco Drive
`18,299

Style shimmer
and sequin
with solids to
enhance the
look

Style Tip
Well tailored pieces go
well on all figure types.
This style works best for
day-to-night looks

Dune London
`1,297
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San Fran
clan

Aldo
`3,841
H&M `1,299
Zara `3,990

Let your hair down and
celebrate the summer season
and pulsating energy around
you with the coolest separates

Zara
`2,490
Vero Moda `1,609

Marks &
Spencer, Price on
request

Tokyo
talk

Michael
Kors `9,708

Zara
`1,190
Promod
`4,180

Let the city's subversive culture
inspire you to experiment with
graphics, prints and kooky
accessories
Ted
Baker
`13,000

H&M `799

H&M `2,299

Superdry
`9,161
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Bata
`1,400

Promod
`2,100

Style
Tip

Opt for colour
blocking this
season

HiDesign
`6,995

Style
Tip

Only
`2,499

Prints on print work well in
terms of pairing accessories
with the look
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Testing
time
Combining impressive
craftsmanship with a stylish
aesthetic, these watches for
men exude charm

Cartier
WGBB0017

Franck
Muller
Vanguard™
Skeleton
Sapphire

Breitling,
AeroSpace
Evo
E7936310C869BLPT3

V 45 T SQT

Breitling,
Navitimer
A2432212G571BRLT

Audemars
Piguet, Royal
Oak Offshore
Diver
15710ST.
OO.A070CA.01
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Bring in the
colours
Deep mustards, blues and
scarlets combine with
weathered aubergines
and fig hues to form a
refreshing colour palette
for the season’s must-have
decor items. Adding to the
snug feeling are the earthy
checks and motifs inspired
by the Fakirani tribe itself, a
collection by Vajor!
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Charmed
Redefine the magic of Charmes
with this exquisite collection by Mia

Stellar
statement

Make a sweeping statement at your
next party, fashion show, or redcarpet event with these spectacular
pieces from CaratLane

The graceful charms
The heavy wrist wears are now replaced with cute and
simple bracelet designs. Among all the bracelets, charm
bracelets are quite trendy among the women these days.
In the ancient times, charm bracelets were worn as a good
luck charm or say talisman to protect the loved ones from
the evil spirits. Mia's latest collection of trinkets exude
charm and have something for every soul. From evil eye to
hearts, these charms are designed for every occasion with
women of varied interests.
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Beauty & grace
CaratLane was founded with a refreshing and courageous
objective – to make beautiful jewellery accessible,
affordable and forever wearable. Their designs always
come with a unique CaratLane touch through innovative
designs or techniques, or both. Always wearable, never
shouting. Of course, some are more on the celebratory
side, while others reflect an everyday allure, pieces from
CaratLane are the perfect accessory for those looking for
jewellery to go with their everyday vibe.
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Google Chromecast

Smart

gadgets

For people who are deeply integrated into
Google’s ecosystem, Google Chromecast is the
way to go when it comes to controlling media
on your TV. Use it through Google Assistant in
combination with your smartphone and make
life easy for yourself. Chromecast allows you
to cast anything that you are playing on your
phone onto the nearest TV. So, if you have apps
like Netflix, Amazon Prime, and Youtube on your
Android device, cast away!

Move with the times and deck
your home with these smart
gadgets this new year

INR 3,999

Amazon
Echo Plus

Amazon
Firestick

The new Amazon Echo Plus got
a design upgrade that clearly
favours fabric. It has stuck to
being cylindrical, is better and
more functional and is shorter and
thicker than the earlier version.
Echo Plus' panel on top gives you
easy buttons for volume, power
and mute controls. The LED ring
around it also helps you know the
status of Alexa while giving it a
cool look. The audio output is a
significant factor in this upgraded
version. It is definitely a smart
gadget that will give a good look
to your living room.

Amazon Fire TV Stick is a raging
favourite these days and for a
very good reason. The Fire Stick
TV allows you to convert your
plain old TV into a smart TV with
minimal effort. Just plug the
device into the HDMI port of your
TV and use it to not only watch
content from Amazon Prime,
Netflix, YouTube, but also from
Indian channels such as Hotstar,
SonyLiv, and more! You will
also love how you can use your
Amazon Echo speaker to control
the Fire Stick TV with voice
commands.

Price on request

INR 11,999

Nest Thermostats
If you own a house with a temperaturecontrolling system, Nest Thermostat will only
make it easier for you to control the temperature
while saving energy at the same time. Nest will
constantly monitor the temperature and will
allow you to manipulate it using either the Nest
app or Amazon Alexa and Google Assistant.
Nest thermostat is also intelligent enough to
learn eventually how long it takes for your home
to heat up or to cool down and will find the most
energy-efficient way to do that.

INR 11,999
INR 11,999

August Smart
Lock Pro, 3rd
Generation
August Smart Lock Pro is a boon for
people who are constantly doubting
whether they locked their house
doors properly or not. The smart lock
automatically locks itself after a set
period of time of your choice and even
allows you to lock and unlock doors
with remote control. You can also send
your guests a temporary set of keys
via its app to let them in if you are not
around. Adding further ease, the smart
lock allows you to use Amazon Alexa
and Google Assistant to control the
locks and lock and unlock your home
with just your voice.
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Class of

2019

If 2018 was the year of the SUV, 2019
will be all about electrification
Audi e-tron
The only electric SUV built with Audi DNA, Audi
E-tron comes with ample space for everyday tasks,
long-range capability and exhilarating performance
with quattro® all-wheel drive. This is way more
than just an electric car. One of the most innovative
feature in the launch edition is the use of two highdefinition cameras in place of the traditional door
mirrors offered in lesser versions. These project the
view behind onto two OLED screens mounted in the
doors and reduce the width of the car by 15cm. They
also feature heating elements and can detect dirt. The
E-tron gets 249 miles of range on the WLTP official
test cycle – identical to the EQC but behind the
I-Pace, which manages 292 miles. E-tron is capable of
0-62 mph in under six seconds.

Mercedes-Benz Generation EQ
At the Paris Motor Show, Mercedes-Benz unveiled
its new product brand for electric mobility: EQ.
The name EQ stands for “Electric Intelligence” and
is derived from the brand values Mercedes-Benz
carries of “Emotion and Intelligence”. The new
brand encompasses aspects that emphasise on
customer-focused electric mobility and extends
beyond the vehicle itself. EQ offers a comprehensive
electric mobility ecosystem of products, services,
technologies and innovations. The spectrum ranges
from electric vehicles to wallboxes and charging
services to home energy storage units. Top speed is
limited to 180km/h and it can sprint from a standstill
to 100km/h in 5.1 seconds. EQ's 80kWh battery gives
it a claimed range of more than 450km.
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BMW 8 Series Convertible
Set to arrive early this year, BMW’s new 8 Series
Convertible has a fabric roof and not the usual folding
metal top, probably for weight-saving purposes. The
top can be lowered in 15 seconds and at a speed of up
to 31mph. In terms of colour variants, the Convertible
comes in black as standard or dark grey as an option.
The M850i spied here will be powered by a 530bhp
4.4-litre twin-turbo V8. In the coupé, this can propel
the 8 Series from 0-62mph in 3.7 seconds. The
Convertible’s engine options will match those of the
Coupe, which suggests that the range kicks off with
the 840d: a twin-turbo 3.0-litre straight-six diesel with
a claimed fuel consumption of 45.6mpg and 161g/km
of CO2. The 316bhp, 700Nm unit propels the 840d from
0-62mph in 5.2 seconds and on to a limited top speed
of 155mph.

Porsche Taycan
As Porsche prepares to launch its first completelyelectric vehicle, the car has now been christened: The
“Mission E” concept study; the name used to describe
Porsche’s complete electric offering, will be known as
the Taycan. “Our new electric sports car is strong and
dependable; it’s a vehicle that can consistently cover
long distances and that epitomises freedom”, Oliver
Blume, Chairman of the Executive Board of Porsche
AG, was quoted as saying. Two permanently excited
synchronous motors (PSM) with a system output of
over 600 hp (440 kW) accelerate the electric sports car
to 100 km/h in well under 3.5 seconds and to 200 km/h
in under 12 seconds. When it comes to recharging,
Taycan, on the right charger, will take 15 minutes to
get from flat to 80 per cent charged.
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Connoisseurs
selection
Whether you prefer it
neat, on the rocks or
with a splash of water,
you'll never get bored
of these drinks

10 YEAR
KENTUCKY
STRAIGHT
BOURBON
Mature in age and truly exceptional
in quality, Michter’s 10 Year Single
Barrel Kentucky Straight Bourbon
has earned its place as an enduring
favourite of the most discerning
whiskey connoisseurs. The “Best
American Whiskey” according
to Food & Wine magazine, the
10 Year Single Barrel Bourbon
represents the culmination of
over a decade of patient ageing
in specially chosen, new charred
American white oak barrels.
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Bladnoch Adela
15 years old
Bladnoch Adela is a15-year-old
offering from the revitalised
Bladnoch distillery in the
Lowlands. Matured in olorososherry casks, this is rich and
sweet with notes of dark
chocolate, dried fruit, coffee
and liquorice infused together.
Adela Single Malt is a moreish,
full-bodied expression with a
warm, sweet sherry flavour.
The finish is quite rich, nutty,
warming, soft and long.

Mackmyra
Vinterglöd
Mackmyra Vinterglöd (winter
glow) is an elegant Swedish
single malt whisky distilled at
Mackmyra Bruk. This whisky
is inspired by the Swedish
tradition of drinking mulled
wine during the colder months
of the year. Vinterglöd carries
notes of orange, candied fruit
and almond, together with oak
and a ginger-like spiciness.
The aromatic profile of the
whisky comes from its ageing
in casks that previously held
Swedish mulled wine and
Pedro Ximénez Sherry. A
unique choice for your winter
traditions!

Buffalo Trace
Ancient buffalo carved paths through the
wilderness that led American pioneers and
explorers to new frontiers. One such trail led
to the banks of the Kentucky River where
Buffalo Trace Distillery has been making
bourbon whiskey the same way for more
than 200 years. The signature Buffalo Trace
Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey has a
complex aroma of vanilla, mint and molasses.
Pleasantly sweet to the taste with notes of
brown sugar and spice that give way to oak,
toffee, dark fruit and anise. This whiskey
finishes long and smooth with serious depth.

XOP PORT
ELLEN 33
YEARS OLD
Douglas Laing's XOP (Xtra Old
Particular) is the best of the best
from the Douglas Laing family
vaults. This range of rare, aged
Single Malt and Single Grain
Scotch Whiskies is bottled exactly
the way the distiller intended:
without colouring or chillfiltration, and at cask strength.
This particular bottling, a Port
Ellen 33 Years Old, is a rare find
from a closed distillery. Only 198
bottles were produced with wisps
of bonfire smoke mingling with
salty seaweed, smoked bacon
and sweet barley.

Crystal Head
Vodka
John Alexander is the creator of the
signature Crystal Head bottle, a design
that is an exact rendering of a human
skull. The renowned American artist,
Alexander with private collections in
museums worldwide, is known as a
painter of environmentally conscious
landscapes and satirical figurative
work. This evocative bottle finish is
derived from Alexander’s expressive
1988 oil painting “Dancing on the Water
Lilies of Life.”
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An Italian
affaire'
PizzaExpress, the UK chain in Ambience Mall,
Vasant Kunj is a must-try for their delectable
Italian spread

Inspired by the love for real
Italian pizza, PizzaExpress
has been pioneering delicious
handmade pizza for over five
decades. With its humble
beginnings in the year 1965
in Soho, London, to being one
of the world’s leading casual
dining brands, PizzaExpress
has become a global brand
with an expanding experience.
It entered the Indian market
in 2012, in partnership with
Gourmet Investments Private
Limited, a company promoted
by the Bharti Group.

Lasagne:

Solanki Roy
Chef

Solanki Roy did her culinary studies in IHM
Trivandrum, Kerela. She started her career
from Flurys Kolkata as a part-time baker, then
an Oberoi Grand commis handling night shift
laying out the morning breakfast pastries to a
Kitchen Management Trainee to the glorious
Oberoi Centre Of Learning & Development.
She worked as pastry chef in various Oberoi
Hotel flagship properties post that.
Hailed to Paris for an internship with
Fauchon, she landed up in their core team
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of Research and Development, which was a
life changing experience. She has assisted
chefs like Sebastian Monceaux in Salon
Du Chocolate Paris, post which her next
assignment was Gaggan Bangkok as a head
pastry chef. During her stint in Bangkok.
she met Chef Ferran Adrian in Spain along
with Chef Gaggan in his El Bulli Lab for cross
exposure. Till date, she has cooked in different
countries from Japan to Spain presenting the
glorious tasting menu of the genius Gaggan,
and has served the best of chefs.

Verde is a vegetarian
twist of a classic
lasagne, which is
layered with Pomodoro
and charred capsicum
and zucchini with a
hint of black olives
and capers. The dish is
topped with béchamel
and grated emilgrana
bake and gratinate
finished with freshly
grated Emilgrana
and basil.
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Banoffee Pie:
A treat in its own and as a name itself suggests the
oldest geometrical pie shaped on the bed of crushed
buttered biscuit with a full flavour of toffee and
caramel with a richness of banana, silky whipped
cream finished with grated dark chocolate.

American Hottest:
A twist is given to our classic
well known American pizza, our
crispier Romana base loaded
with Smokey pepperoni, inhouse spicy chorizo sausage.
To spice it up, we add hot red
chillies, give a tangy twist of
jalapenos and bake it. To finish
the dish, we cut down the spice
level add fresh hand torn baby
mozzarella and parsley.
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Cru
d in
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2019
1. Royal Caribbean
Symphony of the Seas

One of the hottest
trends that Indians
have adopted is
taking cruises
in the name of a
vacation. Here
are some of the
cruises you can
choose for your
perfect getaway
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The biggest ship launched in March 2018, the
Symphony of Seas is a 5200-guest-holding
beauty. Fourth addition to the luxurious fleet
of Royal Caribbean, the Oasis-class ship
has a seven-neighbourhood design varied
accommodations, multiple dining venues, and
non-stop activities and entertainment. Added
to this variety is the new and quirky Ultimate
Family Suite that comes with a slide in the kidsonly bedroom going down to the living room;
a floor-to-ceiling LEGO wall and an air-hockey
table. There plenty of dining options onboard
including the Hooked Seafood venue, the
Playmakers Sports Bar and the Mexican El Loco
Fresh. The ship's theatre also puts on shows like
the Broadway hit Hairspray. Those who want
to be very active on their vacation can opt for a
Laser Tag game, head to the onboard water park,
ride the Flowrider, climb a rock-wall or simply go
ice skating. The Symphony of Seas primarily sails
the Mediterranean from either Rome or Barcelona
on 7-day cruises. It will be mostly sailing 7-day
eastern and western Caribbean itineraries
throughout 2019.

2. Carnival Horizon
After her maiden voyage
from Barcelona last year, the
3,954-guest-accommodating
and 133,500 ton-weighing
Carnival Horizon has earned a
name for itself. Joining her sister
Carnival Vista in the fleet, the
ship sails the Mediterranean
from Barcelona and crosses
the Atlantic to New York City
on its path. What stands out
about this cruise is the wide
variety of indoor and outdoor
dining options available
serving cuisines from around
the world- the Japanese
Bonsai Teppanyaki, Guy’s
Pig & Anchor Smokehouse/
Brewhouse, microbreweries,
etc. At the Teppanyaki you can
taste tantalising Asian dishes at
custom-built live stations! There
are also a SkyRide, an IMAX
Theatre, an aqua park and an
Alchemy Bar available onboard.
Accommodation on Carnival
Horizon is split across Havana
staterooms and suites and the
extra-roomy Family Harbour
Cabins. From the suites you can
access a daytime Cuban-themed
bar and pool and the Family
Cabins come with spa privileges
at the luxurious Cloud 9 Spa.
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3. Norwegian Bliss
The newest member of the Norwegian
Cruise Line made its debut in London
last year. It crossed the Atlantic to
Miami, sailed through the Panama Canal
and spent the summer in Alaska. The
167,800-ton, 4,004-guest Norwegian
Bliss guarantees a classy holiday filled
with lots of fun and onboard activities
for the guests. Adorned in gorgeous hull
art of a pod of whales, the Norwegian
Bliss has a huge observation lounge
that gives the same stunning views as
the navigation bridge. Apart from the
hull art, another distinctive feature of
the design is the unique racetrack on
top deck- the largest go-kart track at
sea. Largely decorated and structured
in appropriation for Alaska, the ship
has dining options from around the
world. The dining is freestyle and
guests will have to plan their dinner in
order to not miss the fabulous evening
shows onboard. The most exclusive
accommodation on the ship is the
section called 'The Haven'. It features
suites that have their own private dining
area, a lounge, pool, an outdoor deck and
a concierge for 24*7 assistance. The ship
really carries a world of luxury within
itself. Those with a smaller budget can
opt for cabins of different sizes and solo
travellers can take one of the 59 solo
cabins. The ship also has large water
park for you to splash around, a ropecourse for those looking to stretch their
muscles a bit and plenty of deck chairs
for those who want to laze around on
their vacation.

4. Seabourn Ovation
Seabourn celebrated its 30 years of ultra-luxury cruising
with the addition of a fifth ship to the Seabourn Cruise line
family- the lavish Seabourn Ovation. Fashioned by Adam
D. Tihany with contemporary interiors and modern design
elements, the ship displays understated and elegant
innovation that Seabourn is famously associated with. The
40,350-ton ship ensures excellent service for all its guests
by keeping a high space ratio per guests- the deck is never
crowded, the schedules are never hurried. The ship holds
600 guests across thoughtfully designed and tastefully
curated suites with private verandahs, living areas and
walk-in closets. You will be greeted with iced Champagne
and fresh fruit, a bar stocked to your preference and a
luxurious environment while a personal suite stewardess
will cheerfully ensure all your needs are met with. The
ship also features unique dining opportunities like The
Grill by Thomas Keller that is reminiscent of an American
restaurant from the 1950s and 60s.
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Spider-Man: Far
From Home

Malaal

Reading

corner

Jonahwhale
By: Ranjit Hoskote
Publisher: Penguin
Summary: This work of
poetry has several maritime
motifs, locations and
characters. From the Ganga
to Marine Drive, Hoskote
uses these locales and
characters to talk about
how the ocean is a medium
of transformation.

Take out your reading glasses
as we bring you the most
gripping and must-read
books to get your hands on
this quarter

Gandhi's Vision: Freedom and
Beyond

Killing Time in Delhi

By: Aparna Basu Publisher: Niyogi Books
Summary: Mahatma Gandhi shines not only
for his advocacy of non-violence, but also for
wanting to root out social evils like communal
hatred, untouchability, and gender disparity.
With several such issues espoused by him
continuing to dominate the social space, his
teachings remain relevant even today. The
book gives us a perfect opportunity to look
beyond Gandhi, the icon, and makes a genuine
attempt to assimilate his thoughts.

By: Ravi Shankar Etteth
Publisher: Westland
Summary: As the world
of Crazy Rich Punjabis
unravels, Charlie’s future
is suddenly at the mercy
of an enigmatic woman,
an unscrupulous swami, a
society-obsessed policeman,
a slippery drug pusher and a
disloyal valet.

Glorious Hotels
of India
By: Cosmo Brockway,
Harriet Compston
Publisher: Hardcover
Summary: It is a
luxury illustrated nonfiction book featuring
a hand-picked
collection of the
subcontinent’s most
spectacular places to
stay. It gives a grand
yet intimate tour of 40
properties, with half of
the properties being
recent openings.

Buy them at Om Book Shop, Ambience Mall,
Vasant Kunj and Gurugram
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Releasing in: June
Director: Mangesh
Hadawale
Cast: Sharmin Segal,
Meezaan Jaffrey
Plot: It follows a
contemporary love story
between Astha and Shiva
who are from contrasting
backgrounds and live in a
Mumbai chawl.

Annabelle Comes
Home
Releasing in: June
Director: Gary
Dauberman
Cast: Mckenna Grace,
Madison Iseman, Patrick
Wilson
Plot: Supernatural horror
film based on the legend
of the Annabelle doll. It is a
sequel to 2014's Annabelle
and 2017's Annabelle:
Creation, and is the seventh
installment in the Conjuring
Universe franchise.

Releasing in: July
Director: Jon Watts
Cast: Tom Holland,
Samuel L. Jackson,
Zendaya, Jake Gyllenhaal
Plot: Peter Parker, who is
still mourning the death
of his mentor Tony Stark,
goes on a school trip to
Europe with his classmates
where he is recruited by
Nick Fury to team up with
Quentin Beck to battle the
Elementals.

First day

first show
We bring you a list of the
not-to-miss movies of this
quarter. Make sure to book
your tickets on time

Fast & Furious
Presents: Hobbs &
Shaw
The Legacy Of
Nothing
13 Steps to Bloody
Good Health
By: Ashwin Sanghi
Publisher: Westland
Summary: In the
patented, no-nonsense
style of the 13 Steps
series, it brings together
scientifically sound
advice in a nonjudgemental coursecorrection guide.

By: Manoj Pandey
Publisher: Pan
Macmillan India
Summary: Pandey
narrates tales of
woven lies, dark and
diverse themes and
how they invoke pity
in us and if they are
worth it.

Mission Mangal
Releasing in: August
Director: Jagan Shakti
Cast: Akshay Kumar,
Vidya Balan, Taapsee
Pannu, Nithya Menen,
Sharman Joshi, Sonakshi
Sinha
Plot: Mission Mangal
narrates to the audience
the story of scientists at
Indian Space Research
Organisation who
contributed to the Mars
Orbiter Mission, which
marked India's first
interplanetary expedition.

The Lion King
Releasing in: July
Director: Jon Favreau
Cast: Donald Glover, Seth
Rogen, Chiwetel Ejiofor,
Alfre Woodard, Beyoncé
Knowles-Carter
Plot: The Lion King is
an upcoming American
musical drama film. It is
a photorealistic computer
animated remake of
Disney's traditionally
animated 1994 film of the
same name.

Releasing in: August
Director: David Leitch
Cast: Dwayne Johnson,
Jason Statham, Idris Elba,
Vanessa Kirby
Plot: American buddy
cop action film written by
Chris Morgan, it is set to
be a spin-off from The Fast
and the Furious franchise
featuring two characters,
Luke Hobbs and Deckard
Shaw in the leading roles.

Watch them at PVR Director's Cut, Vasant Kunj and PVR Gold, Gurugram
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Travel
horoscope

LIBRA
[Sept 23 – Oct 23]

You are likely to pass an
examination with flying colours.
Someone may go out of their way and do
more for you than you expected, so don’t forget to
reciprocate. You will receive many proposals to travel this
year, be it for business or for a luxurious get away.
There are chances you might have to run
errands to complete some legal work
too. You may also get to travel
TAURUS
for higher education.
[Apr 20 – May 20]
Your Colour:
Travelling and meeting an old
Silver
relative or friend is foreseen and will

Get set to go on a joy ride
with the latest readings

bring about immense nostalgia. Your love
life will remain satisfactory but health needs to be
taken care of. This year, many travel opportunities will
arise for business and pleasure. Business trips are
forecasted to yield great results and leisure
trips with family will be full of fun and
ARIES
relaxation. The trips will result
VIRGO
[Mar 21 – Apr 19]
in improved bonding.
[Aug 23 – Sept 22]
You will find solace in the
Your Colour:
Visitors may throng your home
company of like-minded people.
White
and keep you happily occupied.
Impromptu travel plans will prove to be
Financial front is set to grow stronger.
exciting, be it for a short distance or a long one.
With your popularity on the rise, some important
You may either be willing to shift to another city to earn
people may come into contact. Travelling may become
more money and gain experience or travel outside
an important step in the ladder to success
the country to indulge the traveller in you.
this year for Virgo. You will get many
Whatever may be the case, this year
opportunities to travel this year if you
has the potential to make you
GEMINI
are thinking of expanding your
happy.
business overseas.
Your Colour:
[May 21 – Jun 21]
Your Colour:
Green
You may need to review a
Orange
decision regarding travel plans. A trip

Test the waters before you join
There will be lots of scope
a competitive field, as instant results
for growth in your current business,
may not be possible. The spiritual-minded
so start thinking on those lines. An out
are likely to feel at peace. Travelling will not only
of town trip may be planned. Jupiter will also
be fun, but advantageous too. You will be showered
aspect the 7th house of business, opening opportunities
with great opportunities to travel outside the
for long distance travel. Payments related to
country for professional purpose. A fun trip
higher education or visit to pilgrimage
is also forecasted with family and
sites can also arise due to Jupiter’s
your loved ones.
aspect on the 9th house of
Your Colour: Golden
Scorpio natives.
SAGITTARIUS
Your Colour:
[Nov
23 – Dec 21]
Cream
Someone may do for you
more than what was expected on
the social front. The planetary transits for
the year 2019 indicate joyful journeys and in the
latter half of the year, work-related journeys bring in
gains for Sagittarius natives. This year there are
lot of indications for travel and those in
job are likely to get transferred or
CAPRICORN
relocated which would be quite
[Dec 22 – Jan 19]
beneficial though.
Mixed results are foreseen for
Your Colour:
those trying out a new venture on the
Green
business front. Work-related travel is on the
cards. A property may be signed off in your name.
This year is favourable for travelling. Saturn might create
an opportunity for you to go abroad this year, Cap.
You will also visit your birth place this year.
Those in a corporate job are likely to
get transferred to their place of
choice during the year.
Your Colour:
Pink

ok
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PISCES
[Feb 19 – Mar 20]

o
eb
id
gu

to a distant country with your loved ones
will not only give you a breath of fresh air but will
also strengthen your bond and sense of connectivity.
Business trips are also predicted in 2019 for you to
be updated with the developments in your
profession. Those who are trying to
settle abroad may succeed.
LEO
Your Colour:
CANCER
Peach
[Jul 23 – Aug 22]
[Jun 22 – Jul 22]
Financial stability is assured, so lay to
You remain popular in your social
rest any apprehensions you have regarding
circle with plenty of invitations coming
money. Someone you like may tug at your heart's
your way. Someone’s advice will come in handy
strings.
An interesting company on a long journey will
while planning a vacation. Travelling opportunities
make the distance appear short. Travelling with friends and
await you if you wish to expand your outreach to a new
family is on the cards during the months of June and
nation. Though you may get hesitant about going
July. The trip will not only rejuvenate your mind
away from home, you must make the move
and body but also revive the childhood
and forge ahead. It is time for you
memories. A trip with your beloved
to work harder and enhance
is necessary to fire up the
your efficiency.
lost love.
Your Colour:
Your Colour:
Pink
Red

SCORPIO
[Oct 24 – Nov 22]

AQUARIUS
[Jan 20 – Feb 18]

You will manage to implement
something you had been planning for
long. Wedding bells for the eligible cannot
be ruled out. April to August will prove to be a time
for improvement in your social life. If you plan to travel,
November will be the best month. Aquarius natives,
keep your bags packed as there are chances
of sudden trips in 2019. Your New Year
will start with some tours & treks
to exciting places.
Your Colour:
Yellow
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Happy Endings

Sporty

Sumer
O

nitsuka, a leading sports shoes, apparel, and
accessories brand launched its first flagship store
in Ambience Mall, Gurgaon. Japan-based luxury
fashion brand, which forayed into the Indian market
two years back, is looking to have around 12 brand stores in
tier-I cities by 2020. To help them through, Asics is aiming to
establish its the brand in Indian market in coming years as the
company is sensing a good opportunity with growing number of
aspirational class in metro cities. When the first flagship stored
opened, Asics India Managing Director Rajat Khurana said "We
plan to add 3-4 Onitsuka Tiger stores every year for the next few
years. We aim to achieve a sizeable growth by 2020.” With the
store opening at Ambience Mall, you can let the sport addict in
you choose from their wide range of collection.
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Delicious

Delights
I

f you fancy delicious French delicacies, we have something great in store
for you. The world-famous Paul Bakery & Restaurant is now at Ambience
Mall, Gurgaon. The bakery was established in 1889 in Croix town in
France and has its stores in 32 countries. Give yourself a break from your
hectic schedule and gorge on some scrumptious Cakes, Tarts, Macaroons,
Chocolate Moelleux and much more.
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ACCESS

Ambience Mall

AMBIENCE

Ground f loor

MALLS

Store name

DOWNLOAD THE
MOBILE APP NOW!

#Iamambi

More than 2500 product &
Service Categories

(Gurugram)

Upload your shopping bills
to get reward points

Store name

PAUL'S BAKERY

PANTALOONS

GEOX

BEING HUMAN

DIESEL

NIKE KICKS LOUNGE

PROMOD

ONLY / VEROMODA / JACK N JONES

HUNKE MOLLER

NEW U

DUNE

SWAROVSKI

JOHNSON WATCHES

LA SANTE - ALCHEMIST

THE COLLECTIVE

ETHOS

ALDO

UCB MEN

FOSSIL

TOMMY HILFIGER

STEVE MADDEN

TOMMY HILFIGER - DENIM

TED BAKER

MICHAEL KORS

GANT

KIEHLS

LA SENZA

KIKO MILANO

HACKETT LONDON

NYKAA

THE BODY SHOP

SUNGLASS HUT

NAUTICA

MAC

Store name

ACCESSORIZE

ESTEE LAUDER

NAIL SPA

XIMI VOGUE

CLINIQUE

SCENTRA

TOM TAILOR

LUXE BRIDGE

GLAMOUR JEWELLERS

CHARLES & KEITH

KAPOOR WATCH CO.

H&M

C. K. JEANS

STARBUCKS

BATH & BODY WORKS

ARMANI EXCHANGE

LLADRO

JACK N JONES

LOCCITANE

BROOKS BROTHER

ROYCE CHOCOLATE

GAS

BOBBI BROWN
FOREST ESSENTIALS

DC - DEFY CONVENTION

HI DESIGN

Get updates on exciting deals running in
the malls at your fingertips

Choose & redeem vouchers
against your points

SUPERDRY

FOREVER NEW

WOOBA

Smart Parking
Navigation system

Get update on all the events
& activities running in the mall

MANGO

GAP

DA MILANO

MARKS & SPENCER

INNISFREE

SEPHORA

COVER STORY

ZARA

MARK FOREX HUB (Currency Exchange)

GELATO VINTO ICE CREAM

ICONIC ADULTS

SKULLCANDY INTERSECTION

R - TRENDS

THE ARTFUL BAKER

Ambience Privilege program

Step by step indoor
navigation

Store name
MC’DONALD ICE CREAM
CLAIRE'S
BLUE TOKAI

First Floor

Ambience Mall Gurgaon - 8860800800 | Ambience Mall, VasantKunj- 8130350002 | www.ambiencemalls.com/
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Hawker's Street
Store name

Store name

Store name

Store name

LIBERTY

ASICS

CROMA

GKB OPTICALS

GAME OF GRILLS

KOMPANERO

ADIDAS

RELIANCE DIGITAL

HAIR N SHANTI

CHAI POINT

CONVERSE

REEBOK

UCB KIDS

LE CREUSET

KINGS KULFI

DISNEY & ME

GEETANJALI SALON

BANAARAS

CHICCO

SAWASDEE TRADITIONAL SPA

BOB'S

MOTHERCARE

MEDIEVAL INDIA

KATHI NATION

Store name

KASHMIR PARADISE ARTS

NIKE

NUMERO UNO

ENVEE OPTICS GOLF TRINITY

SPYKAR JEANS

CROCS

FLYING MACHINE

SKECHERS

BRUNO MANETTI

CHUMBAK

MEENA BAZAAR

CARLTON LONDON

ARROW

MOHAN LAL SONS

LEE VANS WRANGLER

VENUS STEPS

NEERU’S

TITAN HELIOS

MADAME

GADGET WORLD

OSIM

MUSTARD

PUNJAB GRILL

FAB INDIA

ASIA 7

CHAI POINT

FRESC CO.

SABHYATA

PIZZA EXPRESS

BARBEQUE NATION

BIBA

ASIA KICHEN

PUNJABI BY NATURE

LATIN QUARTERS

ICONIC KIDS
BABY FEEDING ROOM

EMOI

Third Floor

MOETS
WAFFLE WALLAH

Store name

WOW MOMOS

PVR CINEMAS

THE CHEF'S BOWL

FOOD COURT

NIRULA'S

Fourth Floor

GIPSY WOMEN

CLARKS

MC’D ICE CREAM

HUSH PUPPIES

I WORLD

AURELIA

OM BOOK SHOP

NAU

ZARDOZI

CHILI’S

THE G T ROAD

H&M

CARAT LANE

W

MOMENTS PHOTOGRAPHY

SMAAASH

LEVI’S

RUOSH

RITU KUMAR

KIDS PLAYING AREA (Buddies Planet)

THE BEER CAFÉ

SCULLERS

LOOM TREE

AND

GOLA SIZZLERS

GIOVANI

ANCESTRY

ANITA DONGRE

Fifth Floor

BLACKBERRY'S

RITU KUMAR LABEL

GLOBAL DESI
RANGRITI

LOUIS PHILIPPE

PANNA SAREES

BATA

AMANTE

STUDIO FIRANG

MASABA

THE RAYMOND SHOP

VINCENZIO ROBERTINA

KALA NIKETAN

WILLS LIFESTYLE

ESKE PARIS

HYPNOTIQUE

VAN HEUSEN

BELIRAM

BARISTA

SATYAPAUL
ANOKHI
LYLA

MANBHAVAN THALI
ZAMBAR

HOME TOWN

FUNCITY

I-DIG HISTORY

MC’DONALDS

INDOOR GAMES

RED MANGO
MAMAGOTO DHABA
PIZZA HUT

CREYATE

DIAMOND PLUS

PURE HOME LIVING

ROSSO BRUNELLO

M. A. RAMZANA

U.S.P.A. KIDS

COSTA COFFEE

ONE FRIDAY

AM PM

LEVI’S

JAMIES PIZZERIA

SONY CENTER

CAFÉ DELHI HEIGHTS

HP WORLD

TACOBELL
THE COFFEE BEAN & TEA LEAF

MUFTI

PUMA

GO COLORS

COLD STONE CREAMERY

MARKS & SPENCER

ICONIC ADULTS

BABY FEEDING ROOM

SAMSUNG

JOCKEY

HEADS UP FOR TAILS

BOSE

PEPE JEANS

COLUMBIA SPORTS

TITAN EYE PLUS

INDIAN TERRAIN
PARK AVENUE
COLOR PLUS
HAMLEYS

Second Floor
Store name

PUNJAB OPTICAL HOUSE
MI HOME
SPEEDO
EYES 2 EYES

STREET FOOD BY CHAI THELA
BLOWINS
SALAD STORY
BLACK BROWN COFFEE
KAFFA CERRADO

Sixth Floor
Store name
i-SKATE
AMBIENCE DAY CARE
ZENITH DANCE ACADEMY

Seventh Floor
Store name
AWFIS-CO-WORKING SPACE

B-1
Store name
BIG BAZAAR
COURIER SERVICES

ROBO BULL

CAR WASH

DELSEY

LOOKS SALON

THE SHOE MEN

GUTE REISE

MONSOON SALON

TAILORING SERVICES

PANTALOONS

H&M

M. I. ROOM
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SMOKIN STONE CAFE

Store name

HALDIRAM’S

KFC

U.S.POLO

Store name

THE BELGIAN FRIES
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Ambience Mall
Store name
SHOPPERS STOP

(Vasant Kunj)

Store name

PANTALOONS
LIFESTYLE

COLD STONE

H&M
CENTRAL

HAMLEYS
THE COLLECTIVE

Tommy Kids

BIG BAZAAR

BROOK BROTHERS

Acoola

Ground Floor

GAS
BERLEIGH
INNISFREE
VERO MODA
THE BODY SHOP
CBTL

USPA KIDS

Reliance Trends
Project Eve
Jashn
Eske Paris
Vajor
Go Colors
Indya
Ritu Kumar
Green Ways
Biba
Amante
Rangriti
Nykaa
Zink London
Ramaya
Ancestory
Global Desi
AND
Caratlane
Mia by Tanishq
Inatur
FOREVER 21
Cover Story
taneira
w
wishful
Honey & dough
Max
Frontier Rass
Maspar
osim
A&S

First Floor
Store name
FOREST ESSENTIAL
DUNE
CK
JACK & JONES
DIESEL
KIEHL'S
TOMMY HILFIGER
ONLY
ROSSO BRUNELLO
HIDESIGN
JOHNSON WATCH CO.
THOMAS PINK
KAMA AYURVEDA
ROYCE CHOCOLATE
BOBBI BROWN
FOREX MONEY EXCHANGE
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Second Floor
Store name
I-world
ARROW
TRUE BLUE
US POLO
ANDAZ
VENUS STEPS
ACCESSORIZE
LEVI'S
UCB
STARBUCKS
DA MILANO
TAILOR MAN
WORLD OF TITAN
ALL
BATA
TOMMY DENIM
ED-HARDY
SMAASH
Bruun & Stengade
BVR Luxuries
MINISO
HIDESIGN
W K LIFE
MANYAVAR

Third Floor

MOTHER CARE
Nail One
Disney & Me

PLAYTOWN
CROMA

Fourth Floor
JAMIES ITALIAN
Purple Greene

PIZZA EXPRESS
PUNJABI BY NATURE
100% ROCK

LEMON DROP
FUNCITY
PVR Director's Cut
SOCIAL

Tailoring service

customer seating

ample PARKING

vending machine

Ambulance
Service 24x7

currency converter

First aid

Bag & Shoe
repair

FLORIST

LOST & FOUND

Courier service

Valet Parking

baby stroller

Car wash

Baggage Counter

ATM

Driver Lounge

Punjabi By Nature Express

P

Ala turka
Burger King

The Crunch Box
Bonjuz
Da Waffles

?

Chai Thela
WOK TO WALK
FAT LULUS
CHICAGO PIZZA

RED MANGO

DA WAFFLES

BELIRAMS

Basement

SPEEDO

information desk

Fun Cart
for kids

Kylin Express

PUMA

KIDS AROUND

pharmacy

Subway

House of Candy

RELIANCE DIGITAL

astrologist

KFC

GEM OPTICIANS

GEETANJALI

free shuttle service

Store name

Nirulas

House of Samsonite

Golf Cart

reservEd PARKING
FOR WOMEN

Food Court

DIAMOND TREE

BLUE GIRAFFE

WheelChair

CHILI'S

Banaaras

KAYA SKIN CLINIC

Handicap
Washroom

MC DONALD'S
TACO BELL

AROMA THAI

ADIDAS PERFORMANCE

kids play area

HOME CENTER
KYLIN PREMIER

FAT LULUS

SKULLCANDY

Baby feeding room

Store name

MONSOON SALON & SPA

NIKE

WI-FI

CHUMBAK

Store name

ANOKHI

Ambience Mall, Gurugram

Store name

SUPERDRY
GANT
SCOTCH & SODA

Store name

List of Services at

Store name
Detailing bull

Mobile Charging
service

Zbee (Pick & Drop)
Till metro station

WE CARE
(complementory
parking for
defence Personnel)
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List of Services at

Ambience Mall, Vasant Kunj

P

Self vending Machines

Washroom for
Specially-abled

Free Power
Bank Service

ATM

Free WE CARE
Parking

Privilege Parking for
Platinum Customers

Free Wi-Fi

First Aid & Medical Room

Foreign Exchange

Car Wash

Privilege Parking
for Women

free Wheel Chair

Tailoring SERVICE

Valet Parking

Concierge –
Customer Help Desk

Mall Radio

Mall Announcements

Telephone

Seating Lounge &
Newspaper

Newspaper
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?

LOST & FOUND

Kids Play Area

